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Background: Cancer treatment can cause various long-term side effects, including those 
that impact ultrasound findings. During follow-up of childhood cancer survivors (CCSs), we 
often detected sporadic renal angiomyolipomas without histological confirmation (SAMLs), 
which is why we initiated this study. We compared the occurrence of SAML in CCSs to the 
previously reported data from a non-cancer population and correlated SAML with cancer 
treatment-related factors.
Methods: The cohort included 1098 CCSs (median age at cancer diagnosis (dg) 4.3 years) 
who had ultrasound follow-up (2014–2019). Of the CCSs, 525 (48%) were female, 132 
(12%) had subsequent neoplasms (SNs), and 110 (10%) had genetic syndromes. CCSs were 
treated for lymphomas 269 (24%) and solid tumors 829 (76%). None of the CCSs had 
tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC).
Results: SAML developed in 48 (4.4%) CCSs; of these, 20 (42%) had SNs. The coincidence 
of SAMLs and SNs was found in CCSs with a follow-up period exceeding 20 years. The 
median age at SAML dg was 27.9 years (interquartile range (IQR) 22.3–34.1), and the 
median time to SAML dg was 22.6 years (IQR 17.4–27.6). Twenty-one (44%) CCSs 
developed multiple or bilateral SAMLs lesions; of these, six (12%) were in the radiotherapy 
field. SAML occurrence correlated with radiotherapy of the retroperitoneum (1.65-fold 
higher with 95% CI 0.90–3.02). The correlations with other cancer treatment factors and 
with female sex were less clear.
Conclusion: This study revealed the occurrence of SAMLs in CCSs to be 10 times higher 
than that in non-cancer studies. The current characteristics of CCSs with SAMLs: younger 
age, and more bilateral or multiple lesions are more similar to TSC associated angiomyoli-
poma. Moreover, we observed a coincidence of SAMLs with SNs. Our results support the 
hypothesis that SAML development in CCSs is not simply a late effect of therapy, and 
indicates other factors are involved in SAML development.
Keywords: cancer survivorship, angiomyolipoma, ultrasonography, pediatric, surveillance

Plain Language Summary
We have frequently detected sporadic renal angiomyolipomas (SAMLs) during routine follow- 
up ultrasound testing of childhood cancer survivors. As there are no published studies of the 
frequency for the development and risk factors for SAMLs in childhood cancer survivors, we 
started this novel study. We observed that the occurrence of SAMLs in childhood cancer 
survivors is at least 10 times higher than the rate reported in non-cancer studies. Compared to 
the general population childhood cancer survivors with SAMLs were younger and had more 
multiple or bilateral lesions. The current characteristics of SAMLs in childhood cancer survivors 
has similar features with angiomyolipomas associated with genetic syndrome – tuberous sclero-
sis complex. In addition, over a longer period of follow-up we observed a coincidence of SAML 
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with subsequent neoplasm development. For these reasons, we 
recommend different yearly continuous surveillance of childhood 
cancer survivors who develop SAMLs comparing to less frequent 
follow-up of SAMLs in general population.

Introduction
Curative therapies for cancer can cause various late 
effects, which may lead to abnormal appearances on sub-
sequent follow-up surveillance imaging, e.q. changes of 
parenchymal tissue (steatosis, fibrosis, atrophy), and sub-
sequent benign, or malignant neoplasms. During standard 
ultrasound follow-up of our childhood cancer survivors 
(CCSs), sporadic renal angiomyolipomas without histolo-
gical confirmation (SAMLs) were consistently detected. 
SAMLs are uncommon benign tumors most often affect-
ing the kidney composed of blood vessels, smooth mus-
cles, and adipose tissue in varying proportions1–3 and are 
incidentally detected in older people by diagnostic ima-
ging performed for various medical reasons.4,5 They 
usually present as unilateral single lesions.1–3 The preva-
lence in the general population is reported to be 0.1– 
0.44%.4,5 Previous studies in non-cancer populations 
reported a higher SAML prevalence in women, and the 
effect of sex hormones was considered.6

Literature regarding angiomyolipomas in younger peo-
ple is scarce, but an association with tuberous sclerosis 
complex (TSC) has been identified.1,3 For this genetic 
syndrome (GS) multiple and bilateral lesions and no 
female predominance are typical.2,3,7 Angiomyolipomas 
occurs in 55–90% of TSC patients.3,4 TSC is caused by 
inactivating heterozygous or mosaic mutations in TSC2 
(~4/5) or TSC1 gene (~1/5),8,9 and angiomyolipomas in 
TSC patients have a biallelic inactivation of either the 
TSC2 or TSC1 gene.8–10 Although according to non- 
cancer studies3,7,11 the etiology of SAMLs is unknown, 
Giannikou et al8 and Henske et al10 detected somatic 
biallelic TSC2 inactivation in patients with SAMLs with-
out TSC.

There are no published studies of the frequency and 
nature of and risk factors for the development of SAMLs 
in CCSs, except for a few case reports.12,13 We have 
frequently detected SAML during ultrasound analysis, 
and moreover, we observed a coincidence of SAML with 
various subsequent neoplasms (SNs) development. 
Confirmation of the SAML diagnosis usually requires 
repeated ultrasound analysis, or MRI examinations, 
which is a psychological burden for the survivor and 
family, and is a cost burden to the health system. That is 

why we initially dealt with this issue. The first aim of this 
study was to describe the occurrence of SAML in CCSs 
and discuss it within the context SAML incidence pre-
viously reported for “non-cancer populations”. 
The second aim was to correlate SAMLs with cancer 
treatment-related factors.

Patients and Methods
We analyzed 1098 CCSs who underwent abdominal ultra-
sound scans during follow-up from 2014 to 2019. All 
CCSs were <19 years old at the time of first cancer 
diagnosis, and were treated at the Department of 
Paediatric Haematology and Oncology, Motol University 
Hospital, Prague, Czech Republic. None had SAMLs at 
the time of first cancer diagnosis. Of the analyzed CCSs, 
525 (48%) were female, 132 (12%) developed subsequent 
neoplasms (SNs) during follow–up, and 110 (10%) had 
GSs. A cohort definition is provided in Figure 1. The 
CCSs had the following GS: Rb-1 deletion (Rb-1del), 28; 
Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), 18; Familial adenoma-
tous polyposis (FAP), 7; Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS), 6; 
Beckwith–Wiedemann syndrome (BWS), 5; Multiple 
Endocrine Neoplasia syndrome type 1 (MEN1), 5; and 
other infrequent GSs (each identified in ≤5 CCS), 41. 
None of the CCSs had TSC. The CCSs with SNs included 
70 CCSs who had at least one subsequent malignant neo-
plasm (SMN) and 62 CCSs who had at least one histolo-
gically confirmed subsequent benign neoplasm (SBN).

The ultrasound assessments were part of standard fol-
low-up care after the end of cancer treatment. CCSs under-
went screening for tumor recurrences first five years 
according to the treatment protocol guidelines, and then 
CCSs participated in the institutional Motol Late Effect 
Studies (MLES) for the early detection of SN develop-
ment. The SAMLs and correlations with cancer treatment- 
related factors, GSs, and SNs were analyzed. More 
detailed information about the CCSs is provided in 
Table 1.

Ultrasound Assessment
The classic ultrasound appearance of SAMLs is well defined – 
a markedly hyperechoic mass relative to normal renal par-
enchyma with acoustic shadowing, but no calcification.1–3 

The ultrasound images were analyzed by two experienced 
radiologists. They confirmed each SAML ultrasound finding 
via the hospital database. The number, size, and progression 
≥3 mm in the largest dimension of the SAMLs in multiple 
ultrasound assessments were analyzed. The date of the first 
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appearance of the lesion was determined by retrospectively 
evaluating prior ultrasounds of CCSs with SAML.

Statistical Analysis
The occurrence of SAMLs (simple prevalence and with 
respect to risk factors) was evaluated using survival ana-
lysis methods, ie Kaplan–Meier estimation of the propor-
tion of SAML-free patients and the Cox proportional 
hazards model for estimation of hazard ratios. Simple 
frequencies observed in our sample are also presented. In 
the case of median time to SAML development, two 
estimation methods were used – survival analysis (“survi-
val-median”, based on a linear interpolation of the 
Kaplan–Meier curves stating the estimated time until half 
of the total population develops SAML) and the simple 
median of the observed times (“observed-median”, stating 
the median time interval of those who actually developed 
SAML).

Statistical processing and analysis was performed in 
STATISTICA data analysis software system (StatSoft, 
Inc.2013, Version 12, www.statsoft.com).

Ethical Considerations
This study was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was 
obtained from all study participants aged ≥18 years, and 
from the parents/legal guardians of participants aged ˂18 
years; they agreed that the data from their medical records 
would be used in the research. Ethical approval for this 
study was waived by the Ethics Committee of Motol 
University Hospital in view of the retrospective nature of 
the study, and because all the procedures being performed 
were part of routine care.

Results
SAMLs in CCSs – Ultrasound Findings, 
Prevalence, and Follow-Up
SAMLs were confirmed in 48 (4.4%, 95% confidence inter-
val (CI) 3.3–5.8%) CCSs; 32 CCSs developed SAMLs dur-
ing the study period, while 16 developed them before 2014. 
The median number of ultrasound assessments with SAMLs 
was three (range 1–8), and the observed-median time 

LTFU Clinic Prague (1980–2017)
Total cohort CCSs 4566

CCSs with GSs 365
CCSs with SNs 328

Active follow up CCSs 3098 Lost to follow up CCSs 1468

Available ultrasound analysis
CCSs 1098 (2014–2019)

110 CCSs with GSs 132 CCSs with SNs

Treatment
909 Chemotherapy  
133 Radiotherapy of the retroperitonum
265 Radiotherapy of other localizations
144 Operation only

Figure 1 A summary of the cohort definition. 
Abbreviations: LTFU, long-term follow-up; CCSs, childhood cancer survivors; GSs, genetic syndromes; SNs, subsequent neoplasms.
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between the first cancer dg and SAMLs was 22.62 years. The 
Kaplan–Meier estimate of the proportion of SAML-positive 
CCSs reached slightly beyond 50% (Figure 2A). The survi-
val-median time between the first cancer and the SAML 
diagnosis was 33.56 years, with an estimated 20-year pre-
valence of 7.84% (95% confidence interval (CI) 3.92– 
11.75%), growing rapidly to 17.97% (11.07–24.86%) and 
38.21% (27.49–48.93%) at 25 and 30 years after the first 
cancer, respectively. The median follow-up time was 8.52 
years (Figure 2B), which is substantially shorter than the 
typical time for SAML development. However, owing to 
the large overall sample size, 116 CCSs at risk of SAMLs 
were still followed for at least 20 years. The median age at 
SAML occurrence was 27.91 years (Figure 2C). The 
Kaplan–Meier curve showing the age-related incidence of 
SAMLs is provided in (Figure 2D). Multiple ultrasound 
assessments were obtained in 40 CCSs over a median period 
of 3.8 years (range 3 to 173 months); 14 (35%) cases of 
progression in size and nine (23%) cases of progression in 
lesion number were described. The average size progression 
in the largest dimension was 4 mm. None of these lesions was 
found to show any atypical features on subsequent 
ultrasound.

SAMLs in CCSs – Association with 
Cancer Treatment Factors
CCSs with SAMLs had the following cancer diagnoses: 
Hodgkin lymphoma, 11; neuroblastoma, 9; nephroblas-
toma, 6; non-Hodgkin lymphoma, 4; soft tissue sar-
coma, 5; retinoblastoma, 5; germ cell tumors, 3; bone 
tumors, 3; and other malignant tumors, 2. GSs were 
recorded in seven (15%) CCSs with SAMLs (Rb1 del., 
4; LFS, 1; NF, 1; FAP, 1). The presence of GSs was not 
related to the number of observed SAML cases or to 
the risk of SAML development. Also, we did not 
observe any signs of association between the age at 
first cancer diagnosis and SAMLs (Figure 3A). The 
observed occurrence of SAMLs was higher in female, 
CCSs after chemotherapy, and CCSs after radiotherapy 
of the retroperitoneum (Table 2). A convincingly 
higher risk of SAML development was confirmed 
only for radiotherapy (1.65-fold higher with 95% CI 
0.90–3.02, Figure 3B). The effects of sex (1.60-fold 
higher risk for females, 95% CI 0.84–3.03, Figure 3C) 
were seemingly similar, however while the survival 
curve of patients after radiotherapy starts separating 
from the rest of CCSs at ca. 13 years after primary 

Table 1 Characteristics of the Studied CCSs

Study Group 
Characteristics

CCSs Median Age at Cancer dg 
Years IQR

Median Follow- Up 
Years IQR

F/M GS a (%) SMNsb 

(%)
SBNs c 

(%)

Total 1098 4.3 (1.4–11.4) 8.5 (5.1–14.2) 525/573 110 (10) 70 (6.4) 62 (5.6)

Bone tumors 73 10.9 (7.1–13.5) 6.4 (11.0–4.4) 32/41 3 (4.1) 2 (2.7) 7 (10)

CNS tumors 61 5.2 (2.9–9.2) 12.7 (8.9–17.1) 31/30 22 (36) 6 (10) 3 (4.9)

Germ cell tumors 63 8.5 (1.1–15.3) 16.1 (9.4–23.6) 30/33 4 (6.4) 2 (3.2) 2 (3.2)

Hodgkin lymphoma 153 14.4 (10.1–16.5) 8.3 (5.4–18.6) 74/79 7 (4.6) 25 (16) 17 (11)

Nephroblastoma 144 3.1 (1.5–4.4) 12.3 (7.2–16.4) 85/59 12 (8.3) 5 (3.4) 7 (4.9)

Neuroblastoma 172 1.2 (0.3–2.6) 10.6 (7.1–14.9) 87/85 8 (4.6) 9 (5.2) 6 (3.5)

Non-Hodgkin 

lymphoma

116 8.3 (5.0–12.8) 8.2 (5.4–12.8) 37/79 0 9 (7.8) 9 (7.8)

Retinoblastoma 64 0.9 (0.6–2.0) 9.3 (5.2–14.4) 31/33 28 (44) 1 (1.6) 0

Other malignant 
tumorsd

133 2.0 (0.9–8.8) 7.4 (3.7–13.2) 59/74 15 (11.4) 4 (3.0) 3 (2.3)

Soft tissue tumors 119 5.8 (2.0–1.9) 7.8 (4.5–12.6) 59/60 11 (9.3) 7 (5.9) 8 (6.7)

Notes: aPercentage of CCSs with GS: genetic syndromes. bPercentage of CCSs with SMNs, subsequent malignant neoplasms. cPercentage of CCSs with SBNs, subsequent 
benign neoplasms. dDiagnosis: 55 histiocytosis; 32 hepatoblastoma; 25 various carcinoma; 9 melanoma; 12 other solid tumors ≤ 3 per type. 
Abbreviations: CCSs, childhood cancer survivors; IQR, interquartile range, ie lower–upper quartile; F, female; M, male.
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diagnosis, for sex the separation does not come until 
after 20 years, when the number of patients in follow- 
up and hence the robustness of the observation is much 
lower. For chemotherapy, the risk of SAMLs was iden-
tical up to ca. 15 years of follow-up, after which there 
were only 12 CCSs without previous chemotherapy left 
in observation, preventing any comparison beyond this 
point. In fact, the follow-up of both female and CCSs 
after chemotherapy was notably longer (1.33-fold with 
95% CI 1.17–1.50 for sex, and 1.70-fold with 95% CI 
1.44–14.99 for chemotherapy), thus explaining the dif-
ferences in the observed numbers of SAML cases 
(Table 2).

SAMLs in CCSs – the Correlation with 
SNs
Out of 48 CCSs with SAMLs, 20 (42%) had also been 
diagnosed with SNs. The presence of an SN appeared to 
be a risk factor of SAML development only in follow-ups 
exceeding 20 years (Figure 4A). The relative occurrence 
of SAMLs together with SNs (Table 2) was amplified even 
further by longer follow-up of CCSs with SNs in compar-
ison to those without SNs (4.76-fold increase with 
a relatively narrow 95% CI of 3.80–5.95, Figure 4B).

Twenty CCSs with SAMLs had 10 SMNs and 17 
SBNs; the corresponding details are shown in Table 3. 
There were six SMNs and ten SBNs diagnosed before 

Figure 2 Summary of SAMLs, renal sporadic angiomyolipomas without histological confirmation, occurrence. Kaplan–Meier estimation of the proportion of SAML-free 
CCSs, childhood cancer survivors (A). Number of SAML-free CCSs remaining in the study at the given follow-up time (B). Histogram showing the distribution of age at 
SAML diagnosis (C). The Kaplan–Meier curve showing the age-related incidence of SAMLs (D).
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SAMLs, with a median time of 7.75 years (range 2 
months-29 years), and two SMNs and six SBNs developed 
after the diagnosis of SAMLs, with a median time of 2.41 
years (range 2–51 months). Two SMNs and one SBN were 
diagnosed on the same date as the SAMLs.

Discussion
The occurrence of SAMLs in CCSs and associations with 
cancer treatment factors have not yet been described. In 
our cohort, the occurrence of SAML was conditioned by 
the follow-up period – longer observation times provide 
a higher risk of of SAML development. Therefore, even 
though there were only 4.4% of SAML-positive CCSs in 
our cohort by simple numbers, the Kaplan–Meier estimate 
of SAML prevalence, which takes the effect of follow-up 

time into account, showed a much higher prevalence 
(~40% after 30 years from the primary diagnosis). Even 
though the Kaplan–Meier estimate may be slightly exag-
gerated (for reasons that will be discussed further below), 
the fact that a majority of patients in our sample were not 
observed long enough to develop SAMLs makes the 
Kaplan–Meier estimation method much more suitable 
than estimation by simple frequencies.

The prevalence in the general population varies 
between 0.1% and 0.44%.4,5,15 Fittschen et al,5 in one 
the largest studies conducted so far, confirmed SAMLs in 
270 out of 61,389, ie 0.44% non-cancer patients who had 
retroperitoneal ultrasound assessment. Despite our smaller 
cohort, the occurrence of SAMLs in CCSs was conclu-
sively higher, ie at least 10 times higher (according to the 

Figure 3 Comparison of age at first cancer diagnosis between CCSs, childhood cancer survivors with and without SAML, renal sporadic angiomyolipomas without 
histological confirmation (A); Kaplan–Meier plots of the risk of SAMLs in relation to radiotherapy of the retroperitoneum (B) and sex (C).
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conservative and almost certainly underestimated observed 
frequency) than that in the general population. Moreover, 
the CCSs in our sample were substantially younger than 
the ages reported in other studies in “non-cancer popula-
tions” (median age, CCSs vs general population: 27.9 
years vs 50–60 years),1,3,5,7,14,16 which is another reason 
to expect the occurrence of SAML in CCSs to be in fact 
even higher after the CCSs reach a comparable age.

A majority of the previous analyses reported sub- 
centimeter sizes of SAMLs,2,15 which is in agreement 
with our findings. The median size of SAMLs in CCSs 
was 8 mm, similar to the findings published by Chan 

et al,15 where 217 patients had a median SAML size of 
9 mm. In our study, equal right and left kidney involve-
ment was observed, which has also been previously 
reported for “non-cancer populations.”1–3

Among the CCSs, 23% showed multiple lesions and 
21% showed bilateral lesions. This contrasts with the 
general population where multiple and bilateral SAMLs 
are rare.2,3,5 In a cohort of 1493 non-cancer patients with 
SAMLs, Hussain et al2 observed only 11% with multiple 
and 6% with bilateral lesions. Our current observation 
does not support a simple direct effect of radiotherapy, as 
only 8% of the CCSs with multiple lesions and 2% of the 

Figure 4 Development of SAMLs occurrence with respect to SNs, subsequent neoplasms- increased risk of SAML s in childhood cancer survivors with SNs was observed in 
patients with the longest follow-up (A). The follow-up of SNs-free CCSs in our study was substantially shorter than that of CCSs with SNs (B).

Table 2 Numbers of Observed SAML Lesions with Respect to Sex, Radiotherapy of the Retroperitoneum, GSs, and SNs

No 
SAMLsa

All 
SAMLsb

Unilateral Single SAMLs2; R/ 
Lc

Multiple Unilateral 
SAMLsb

Bilateral 
SAMLsb

All CCSs 1050 48 27 (56%); 13/14 11 (23%) 10 (21%)

Female CCSs 490 (47%) 35 (73%) – – –

CCSs after 

chemotherapy

862 (82%) 47 (98%) – – –

CCSs after radiotherapy 117 (11%) 16 (33%) 10 (21%) 4 (8%)d 2 (4%)

CCSs with GSs 103 (10%) 7 (15%) 2 (4%) 2 (4%) 3 (6%)

CCSs with SNs 112 (11%) 20 (42%) 11 (23%) 7 (15%) 2 (4%)

Notes: aPercentages calculated from a total of 1050 non-SAML CCSs. bPercentages calculated from a total of 48 CCSs with SAMLs. cR/L = involvement of right/left kidney. 
d3 out 4 CCSs with radiotherapy of the retroperitoneum had SNs. 
Abbreviations: CCSs, childhood cancer survivors; SAMLs, renal sporadic angiomyolipomas without histological confirmation; GSs, genetic syndromes; SNs, subsequent 
neoplasms.
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CCSs with bilateral lesions developed their SAMLs in the 
field of radiotherapy. Moreover, three out of four CCSs 
with multiple SAMLs and radiotherapy of the retroperito-
neum also developed SNs outside the radiotherapy field.

Based on our experience and other published 
reports,15,17 the ultrasound technique is limited with refer-
ence to the measurement of very small lesions. 
Consequently, the progression of size in the current study 
was defined as at least 3 mm. Progression in size was 
observed in 14 (35%) CCSs with SAMLs over a period 
of 44 months. Despite the similar size of SAMLs in CCSs, 
higher progression was observed than previously reported 
in “non-cancer” studies, where the most SAML did not 
grow.2,7,15

SAML risk factor assessment presents another impor-
tant point regarding the importance of applying survival 
analysis methods. While simple frequencies are suscepti-
ble to a strong bias if the follow-up periods in the com-
pared groups are not balanced, survival analysis methods 
take this factor into account. For instance, studies in non- 
cancer populations observed female predominance;5–7 the 
possible effects of sex hormones were described.6 Even 
though simple proportions of female and male CCSs with 
SAMLs in our sample seem to confirm female sex as a risk 
factor, the survival–like analysis of the risk of SAML 
development showed some, but not very convincing effect.

The occurrence of angiomyolipomas at a young age 
was described only in TSC in several studies.1,3,4 Up to 

one-fifth of angiomyolipomas are associated with TSC,2 

these develop in ages between 3.8 and 23 years18 and are 
usually presented as multiple and bilateral lesions. Even 
though TSC was not observed in our study, the current 
characteristics of SAMLs in CCSs appear to have some 
features more similar to angiomyolipomas in TSC. The 
median age of SAMLs in CCSs was higher than that 
reported in TSC, but was much younger than in the gen-
eral population. There were more multiple and bilateral 
lesions. In addition, the occurrence of other benign tumors 
is a part of this GS,10,18 as was observed in our CCSs with 
SAMLs.

Although the association with other types of GSs was 
not confirmed in this study, correlations between SAMLs 
and other GSs – MEN1, NF1, and LFS have been 
reported.12,13,19 These authors also assumed possible 
genetic links to the SAML development. The last two 
named GSs were also confirmed in CCSs with SAMLs 
in our study. We were not able to detect any relationships 
among these three antioncogenes (MEN1, NF1, and TP53) 
which are affected in the above-mentioned GS; relation-
ships between these antioncogenes and the TSC2 and 
TSC1 genes were also not apparent. Further epidemiolo-
gical and genetic studies will be needed to assess the 
relationship between GSs and the prevalence of SAMLs.

Studies in CCSs have clearly shown that radiotherapy 
increases the risk of various SNs.20–22 The current study 
also found that CCSs who received radiotherapy of the 

Table 3 CCSs with SNs and SAMLs

Primary 
Diagnosis

Number of 
CCSs

Median Age at SAMLs dg 
Years

Median Follow-Up to SAMLs 
dg Years

F/ 
M

GS SMNsa SBNsb

Total 20 34.6 (19.1–47.5) 27.3 (6.6–34.4) 15/ 

5

2 10 17

Germ cell tumors 3 27.5 (22.9–30.2) 26.4 (21.0–30.0) 2/1 0 1 2

Hodgkin lymphoma 8 40.9 (21.5–47.5) 25.3 (6.6–31.7) 7/1 FAP 2 7

Neuroblastoma 4 30.3 (19.1–42.7) 28.5 (18.1–32.9) 1/3 0 4 3

Nephroblastoma 1 27.6 27.5 1/0 0 0 1

Non Hodgkin 

lymphoma

3 38.6 (35.4–43.7) 30.7 (20.1–34.4) 3/0 0 2 4

Retinoblastoma 1 26.1 25.4 1/0 Rb1 

el.

1 0

Notes: aCarcinoma 5; CNS tumor 2; germ cell tumor 1; neuroblastoma 1; soft tissue sarcoma 1. bFibroepithelial tumor 8; myoma 4; non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) 2; 
osseus/chondro tumor 2; peripheral nerve sheath tumor 1. 
Abbreviations: CCSs, childhood cancer survivors; SAMLs, renal sporadic angiomyolipomas without histological confirmation; SNs, subsequent neoplasms.
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retroperitoneum had somewhat a higher risk of developing 
SAMLs. Although SAMLs cannot be termed as SBNs as 
the analysis was done only by ultrasound without histolo-
gical confirmation, the time to SAML development since 
radiotherapy treatment was typical for radiotherapy- 
induced SNs.20

Some CCSs may experience multiple SNs with 
increasing age.20–22 The Childhood Cancer Survivors 
Study (CCSS),20 Dutch Childhood Oncology Group- 
Long-Term Effects After Childhood Cancer (DCOG- 
LATER) Study,21 and also our previous study22 suggested 
that SBNs could be useful as risk markers for SMN devel-
opment. In the current study, there was a high occurrence 
of SAMLs in CCSs with SNs, and 30% of the SNs were 
diagnosed after SAMLs. The fact that the occurrence of 
SAMLs often coincided with SNs is not surprising given 
that detecting both these conditions is influenced by the 
patient’s follow-up period, and they are thus likely to be 
observed at the same time. In our survival-like analysis, 
a higher risk was shown only later in the follow-up, which, 
while providing only limited confidence due to smaller 
number of observed CCSs, also represent the typical time 
of SAML’s onset. It is important to note that in our study 
many CCSs with SNs did not participate in this study, as 
they had already been transferred to the adult oncology 
department or had succumbed to the disease.

There is no consensus regarding the surveillance of 
asymptomatic SAMLs.4,7,11 Hussain et al2 reported that 
small lesions ˂3 cm could be disregarded. Chan et al15 

suggested active surveillance for SAML >2 cm. 
Maclean et al17 suggested than only solitary SAMLs 
˂2 cm could be disregarded. As described above, 
CCSs with SAMLs may have some genetic susceptibil-
ity, and thus a higher progression of SAMLs and 
a higher occurrence of SNs were observed. For these 
reasons, continuous yearly surveillance of CCSs who 
develop SAMLs is important.

The limitation of our analysis is the relatively short 
follow-up of the included CCSs; consequently, data on the 
long-term prevalence of SAMLs were limited. 
Nevertheless, the survival analysis methods (ie Kaplan– 
Meier estimation) still allow for a relevant analysis of the 
data as long as a sufficient number of patients is followed 
for the period of time for which the prevalence estimate is 
made. However, Kaplan–Meier estimates may be slightly 
exaggerated as they are based predominantly on the oldest 
patients in the sample, for whom overall care was naturally 
slightly worse in comparison to that for CCSs with recent 

childhood cancers. This relatively recent diagnosis of the 
primary tumor was also the major reason for the short 
patient follow-up. However, in approximately 9% of the 
patients, the long-term abdominal ultrasound follow-up 
was intentionally terminated because of their relatively 
low-risk primary diagnosis. Consequently, the proportion 
of high-risk patients increased slightly during the follow- 
up, which likely marginally contributed to the exaggera-
tion of our Kaplan–Meier estimates. Nevertheless, they are 
still more realistic than frequency-based observations, 
which are highly dependent on the follow-up period. As 
SAMLs and SNs are both relatively rare or delayed events 
in CCSs, to better understand the relationship between 
these two conditions, larger samples and/or longer follow- 
up periods will be necessary.

Conclusion
The present study observed that the occurrence of 
SAMLs in CCSs was at least 10 times higher than that 
reported in non-cancer studies. Compared to the general 
population, CCSs with SAMLs were younger, there was 
only marginal female predominance, and more bilateral 
and multiple SAML lesions were detected. SAML in 
CCSs appears to be more similar in some respects 
(younger age at diagnosis, more frequent multiple or 
bilateral lesions) to angiomyolipomas associated with 
TSC than to sporadic in “non-cancer population”. 
Moreover, coincidence between SAMLs and SNs was 
observed. Our results support the hypothesis that the 
development of SAML in CCSs is not only a late effect 
of therapy, but also other factors may be expected.

Abbreviations
BWS, Beckwith–Wiedemann syndrome; CCSs, childhood 
cancer survivors; CCSS, The Childhood Cancer Survivors 
Study; DCOG-LATER, Dutch Childhood Oncology 
Group-Long-Term Effects After Childhood Cancer; FAP, 
familial adenomatous polyposis; GS, genetic syndrome; 
IQR, interquartile range; LFS, Li-Fraumeni syndrome; 
MEN1, multiple endocrine neoplasia syndrome type 1; 
MLES, Motol Late Effect Studies; NF1, neurofibromatosis 
type 1; SAML, renal sporadic angiomyolipomas without 
histological confirmation; SBN, subsequent benign neo-
plasm; SMN, subsequent malignant neoplasm; SNs, sub-
sequent neoplasms; Rb1-del., Rb-1 deletion; TSC, 
tuberous sclerosis complex.
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